Yamaha riva

With practice the engine can be removed in less than 15 minutes. When working on the carb, I
find it way easier to remove the engine than to try and work on it in place. Place the scoot on its
centerstand. Wiring Disconnect the wiring connections under the seat RH side alternator,
thermoswitch, thermosensor, pickup, fan, oil pressure sensor. Disconnect the battery ground
cable either from the battery or from near the starter where the other end is fastened and the
positive lead to the starter 10mm nut. Disconnect the wiring connections to the solenoids and
remove the solenoids from the frame leave the hoses connected Rear brake cable Unscrew the
wing nut on the rear brake cable. Back out the 10mm bolt on the rear brake hub you don't have
to remove it entirely , which has a clamp to hold the rear brake cable. Unscrew the two 3 phillips
screws that hold the air box bottom of air box, attached to the belt case cover. Unbolt the clamp
on the belt case cover that is holding the brake cable 5mm allen bolt. Raise up the air box and
gently pull the rear brake cable free and tie it up out of the way I put it on the gas tank. Petcock
connections Disconnect the petcock connections I do usually it at the petcock for the fuel line
and the vacuum line. Hoses Disconect the hose running to the charcol canister California
models, if so equipped. This is the only hose you need to disconnect. It is easiest to disconnect
it at the canister. Other Cables Disconnect the throttle cable and the spark plug lead from the
spark plug. Fasteners Place a piece of 2 X 4 under the rear wheel or just support the rear wheel
by hand. Remove the 17mm bolt at the top of the shock. Remove the 19mm and 17mm bolts at
the front of the engine. Extract the bolt it is long - it goes all the way through the frame. Lift the
scooter off the engine Hold the LH grip and place your right hand under the rear fender. Pick up
the scooter by the rear fender it's light without the engine and lift it off the engine. Place the
scooter on a milk crate. The engine will stay nicely on the centerstand. Now, it's incredibly easy
to work on the engine! Note that for re-install I usually remove the passenger pegs so I can
squeeze the engine in a little easier. To do this remove the 10mm floor bolt nearest the
passenger pegs on each side. Gently lift up the floorboard and unscrew the two 12mm bolts
holding the passenger pegs. Also, you have to be a little careful fitting the rear fender around
the air box. Take your time. I use a 18 Volt cordless impact wrench, which makes this job way
easier. It's a great tool for disassembly. You have to be careful when using it for reassembly
because it has a lot of power. I tighten everything by hand for the final tightening. Carb hose
routing Where do all of those stinkin' hoses go? See the following section for routing diagrams.
Inside this hose is a tiny hole for the starting air jet SAJ2 noted below in the Starting enrichener
circuit description. The clear hose C at the top is the main jet vent hose View from the right side
of the carb, including labels for each nipple Components of the carb circuit in general and the
starting circuit I'll have better pics some day It's actually a simple device. The main functioning
piece is a strip dissimilar of metals joined together. The metals have different rates of expansion
as temperature rises. This causes the strip to bend slightly, which moves a plunger to move
back and forth. The BCV controls air flow through the starting enrichener, so it is needed for
cold starts. One tube goes to the carb and the other tube goes into the intake manifold. You can
bypass it, but your mixture will be over-rich at low RPMs as the scooter warms up. BCV hose
routing diagram. Starting solenoid denoted SA in the service manual Both solenoids are
controled by the black box under the front fender in the starting circuit. The starting solenoid is
the one with only one outlet tube, and it connects to the bottom of the carb. During cold starts
below 68 degrees F , both solenoids should be closed. When you turn the key on a cold scooter,
you'll hear a click at the solenoids as 12V is applied to them. This closes them. The SA solenoid
draws air from the atmosphere into the starting circuit. Because it's closed on a cold engine, air
cannot be drawn in and the starting mixture is rich. As the scooter warms up around 68 degrees
F , the solenoid will open, leaning out the starting mixture. SA hose routing diagram. Main air
solenoid denoted MA in the service manual. This guy is connected from one side of the carb to
the other side. Is is closed on a cold scooter below 68 dergees F , and it opens up at around
degrees F. It is not used in starting. It is used to control air flow for the main jet. MA hose
routing diagram. Mixture control valve Used to prevent too-rich mixtures from occuring when
you chop the throttle. This creates a high vacuum in the carb, drawing in lots of fuel and
creating a rich mixture. In this situation, the MCV pops open to the atmosphere to lean out the
over-rich mixture. It has two vacuum hoses hooked through the carb. MCV hose routing
diagram. Here is the SA1 and SA2 diagram. Starting enrichener circuit This is part of a separate
starting circuit on the carb. It consists of a plunger, spring, starting jet covered in detail below ,
starting air jets SAJ1 and SAJ2 , along with some vacuum connections. The SA solenoid is
hooked up to the plunger. The outlet at the very bottom of the plunger assembly is connected to
the middle of the carb through a vacuum tube. The connection at the carb is SAJ1. The hole in
SAJ 1 is small, and it must be kept clean. Above the plungen outlet is a "T" connector. The
straight part of the T is connected to the SA solenoid. The 90 degree part of the T is the SAJ 2
connection, which has a short tube vented to the atmosphere. SAJ 2 has a very small opening,

which must be kept clean. Air jet hose routing diagram. SA1 and SA2 diagram. Starting jet In my
experience, this tiny little part is one of the main causes of Riva starting problems. It is part of
carb float bowl - it's buried in the rim of the float bowl. Because it's so tiny, it can clog easily.
Even a thorough carb cleaning may not clean out this jet. It is best cleaned with a 78 wire bit 0.
You can also use guitar string or the equivalent. The way to tell if it's clean is to squirt some
carb cleaner through a nozzle into the hole at the base of the jet the red circle in the picture "the
rim of the float bowl" noted above. Keep your eyes away - the carb cleaner will squirt
everywhere! If the jet is clean, you'll see most of the carb cleaner squirt out the top of the jet
which will go several inches above the float bowl. All Rights Reserved. The Riva model code XC
was first introduced for and was sold continuously until It took a few years off after but Yamaha
released a final batch for the model year. Overseas, Yamaha sold a scooter called the Beluga
which appears to share the same chassis and body panels, but it used a 2-stroke engine.
Powering the Riva is a 4-stroke engine of cc displacement. This motor is an air cooled design
putting out a healthy The Riva can reach about 55mph and usually averages around 80mpg,
which means you can cover about miles or kms on a tank 1. This is great mileage for a cc
scooter. The styling of this scooter has held up nicely over the years. The storage capacity of
the Riva leaves something to be desired. Yamaha equipped the Riva with a decent sized
glovebox but was unable to free up any storage space under the seat. As you can see, Yamaha
filled up the underseat area with the gas tank and battery. If you are going to use a Riva for
longer trips, consider picking up a case that you can mount to the rear rack. The
instrumentation on the Riva is pretty standard fare. In addition to the light, the Riva is also
equipped with a kill switch at the side stand that stops motor when the stand is deployed. Even
more importantly, it prevents you from driving off with the kick stand down. Doing so is highly
dangerous because you can lose control mid-corner if the side stand makes contact and takes
the weight off the wheels. With the Riva , Yamaha took a shortcut to save a few pennies and
omitted a fuel filter. Fixing this omission is easy and only costs a few dollars. Ask for a
universal fuel filter at your local motorcycle dealership and then snip the fuel line and slip the
fuel filter into place. Overall, the Riva is a sharp looking scooter with a few shortcomings. See
also 3. On paper, the Elite seems to make more sense but the Riva seems like clearly the
sharper looking machine and you can find a lot newer examples. You need to sign up for Yahoo
to access this group, but they have complied an impressive collection of information that makes
the sign up worthwhile. Yamaha Scooters. Vespa Scooters. Suzuki Scooters. Aprilia SR Aprilia
SR Motard BMW C Evolution. BMW Scooters. Genuine Venture. Genuine Stella. Genuine
Roughhouse R Honda Spree NQ Honda SH i. Kymco ZX Kymco X-Town Piaggio X9 Piaggio
Typhoon Suzuki Hyper AE Suzuki Burgman AN Vespa Sprint. Vespa Primavera. Scooter Sales
Brochures Service Manuals. Reading Yamaha Riva XC Share Tweet. Brand Home Yamaha.
Yamaha Riva XC Yamaha Riva Razz SH See all results. More Stories. Yamaha showed up in
North American with the Riva model code XC for , beating Honda to the large scooter market by
a full year. The Riva was a powerful 4-stroke scooter with a respectable top speed of mph. This
was similar to the cc Elite and Helix scooters Honda would introduce in the coming years. As a
cc model, this Riva was sold from â€” and then it returned as the Riva for â€” Yamaha continues
to use this name today with a cc model. The Riva was sold from â€” The Deluxe version was
only sold in The Deluxe trim took things a step further and added digital instrumentation, turn
signals that shut off automatically and a carpeted floorboard yeah a little sketchy. Checkout the
brochure scans at the bottom of this page for a look at the Deluxe Riva Yamaha withdrew the
Riva from our shore after but they returned for the model year with an improved Riva XC
capable of 75mph. In addition to an extra 20cc, the Riva had an improved dual sided fork, and
improved auto choke system and a few other tweaks like new aluminum rims. This improved
Riva was sold from until , again in several trim levels. Presumably the C stands for California, so
maybe the Z version was only sold in California since just a Z version is not listed. In through ,
both regular and Z versions were sold, except for when just the Z was available. Opting for the Z
version netted you the same upgrades as mentioned early for the Riva Z. The Riva was quite
fast for its size with a top speed in excess of 70mph. This single cylinder motor is air cooled,
carbureted and uses 2-valves. The first iteration was cc, while the later was The Riva has a
decent sized glovebox but unfortunately there is no storage under the seat. The large motor and
under seat fuel tank occupy this space which is to unfortunate. I wonder what portion of Riva
owners are also avid tennis players? Apparently Yamaha hopes quite a few are. This scooter
unfortunately used drum brakes front and rear. The front drum does the best job it can, but
performance is still lackluster. Unfortunately, the cc models are plagued by an expensive and
difficult to solve auto choke problem. Typically the easiest way to fix one this issue is to replace
the BCV with a manual ball valve to operate the choke by hand see diagram and improvise. See
also 3. You need to sign up for Yahoo to access their group but they have complied an

impressive collection of information that makes sign up worthwhile. Yamaha Scooters. Vespa
Scooters. Suzuki Scooters. Aprilia SR Aprilia SR Motard BMW C Evolution. BMW Scooters.
Genuine Venture. Genuine Stella. Genuine Roughhouse R Honda Spree NQ Honda SH i. Kymco
ZX Kymco X-Town Piaggio X9 Piaggio Typhoon Suzuki Hyper AE Suzuki Burgman AN Vespa
Sprint. Vespa Primavera. Scooter Sales Brochures Service Manuals. Share Tweet. Brand Home
Yamaha. See all results. More Stories. Get a FREE t-shirt when you join our mobile text club.
Receive exclusive deals and promotions. Plus get notifications of events, demo rides and more
right on your phone. Welcome to our text club! If you cannot find it in our showroom or
warehouse, we can special order it for you. We would love to help you get into your next dream
machine. My husband found the Brute Force he wanted online. It only took minutes to fill out
paperwork and get us into financing. The finance manager was just as awesome as Gus and
had us approved within 15 minutes. Without a doubt, Riva is the only place we will be doing
business in the future. Just picked up my seadoo spark 3up! My rep Jacob Briggs helped every
step of the way working with my budget and getting the perfect jet ski for me. Once I knew what
I wanted the process was super simple. I was in and out of the shop with my brand new ski in
less than 20 minutes. Thanks Jacob and the Riva team! I will be back within the year to add
some toys to the collection! Why would you go anywhere else if you're in south Florida? These
guys are amazing. These guys know their stuff. Mike, and Adam are the resident experts.
Always polite and helpful. I purchased my bike from another dealership but only Riva touches
my bike for anything service or accessories related. They are professionals. Treat your self right
and get the service you deserve. Go to Riva Motorsports in Pompano Beach. Browse New
Inventory. Schedule Service. Savings are happening all the time at Riva Motorsports
Superstore. Don't Miss Out! Amanda Peterson. Scott Swatscheno. Cam RY. Make Yamaha.
Model Riva. Only original miles. Tall windscreen, rear basket. Always serviced atr Razee's.
Brand new tires, fluids, etc. Great condition for an '88 and runs awesome! Model RIVA Sale
price includes all applicable rebates, incentives or discounts; no other discounts apply. Contact
us for applicable destination charges. It was also sold in Europe under the Hercules badge
instead of Yamaha. Motor The Riva 80 was powered by an air cooled, 80cc 2-stroke engine that
featured a number of innovations that are now commonplace amongst modern scooters. These
innovations were electric start, auto-choke, oil injection 2-stroke and the CVT transmission. Do
not miss your chance to own a piece of world history! Runs as good as it looks. Model Riva The
commuter king. Electric start. Automatic transmission. Helmet locks, cargo rack, locking
storage. Only has original miles. Been stored in garage last 25 years. Excellent condition. No
cosmetic damage, etc. Will need battery. Located in Winfield, WV. Model Riva Xc Up for sale is a
Yamaha Riva Scooter. It's in very good shape. Starts and runs good. Has Miles and brand new
tires. I am selling it for a good friend of mine. Gresham, OR. Ridgefield, WA. Easton, PA.
Greenwood, IN. Lebanon, OH. Dix Hills, NY. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Riva. Year Make Yamaha Model Riva. Category - Engine - Posted
Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Year Make Yamaha Model Riva Category - Engine Posted
Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. Make Yamaha. Model RIVA Sale price includes all applicable rebates, incentives
or discounts; no other discounts apply. Contact us for applicable destination charges. Model
Riva The commuter king. Electric start. Automatic transmission. Helmet locks, cargo rack,
locking storage. Up for sale is a Yamaha Riva Scooter. It's in very good shape. Starts and runs
good. Has Miles and brand new tires. I am selling it for a good friend of mine. Limited Supply
Reserve yours Now! No Interest Offers also Available. Model I'm willing to negotiate Recently
serviced for this year spring. Model YZ Features may include: Modern StylingModern,
aggressive styling, including front fender, front number plate, radiator shrouds, side number
plates, air box, rear fender, fork guards, as well as the rear brake disc protector, rear brake
caliper protector and wider foot pegs just like the 4-strokes. Lightweight FrameA light aluminum
frame housing a patented YPVS -equipped ripper of an engine results in an awesome
power-to-weight ratio. Race-Ready FeaturesThe YZ is ready to race out of the crate, complete
with an aluminum handlebar, titanium foot pegs and gripper seat. Ideal BalanceA pure
motocross machine, the light and nimble YZ is the perfect choice for riders stepping up from
the 85cc class. Rider-Friendly ChassisUltra light weight means nimble handling with less
fatigue. New mm Front BrakeLarger mm front disc brake coupled with new pad material offers
outstanding machine control and performance, with exceptional stopping power and
controllability. We offer Dockside maintenance, or Valet service for all our brands Offering Not
just a business.. But a lifestyle! Model Zuma Full warranty and qualifies for all incentives! The
Zuma is compact, agile, fun and reliable, offering fuel-injected power and a gas sipping 89 MPG.
Features May Include That tough off-road look isn t just for looks: the strong steel frame; fat,
aggressive tires; oiled-type air filters; beefy shocks front and rear and off-road style brush

deflectors make this scooter at home on unpaved roads while delivering all the attitude you
could want for the street. Fully automatic C. Both center and side stands, along with a locking
cover on the ignition switch, make it convenient to park, too. There s room for two atop this
Zuma s seat, and lots of locking storage beneath it. Zuma s fuel-injected, cc single cylinder,
4-stroke engine pumps out lots of power for its size, using an SOHC 4-valve head with
compression ratio and ceramic-composite cylinder plating. Pushbutton electric starting makes
the Zuma super-convenient for transportation. For reliability and easy maintenance, simple
wet-sump lubrication is used. Forced air cooling system helps keep engine temperatures under
control, even while idling at stoplights, for maximum efficiency and longer engine life. Fully
automatic, V-belt transmission with centrifugal clutch provides easy, twist-the-throttle-and-go
operation with great off-the-line acceleration. Fuel injection provides the optimal fuel mixture for
the operating condition, including temperature and altitude, and that means easy cold starts,
too. Oiled-paper type air filter helps trap dirt before it gets to your engine, even when riding on
unpaved roads. The V-belt housing has its own off-road-style wet-foam air filter for durability.
Upswept muffler incorporates exhaust catalyst technology to reduce air pollution and meet
emission regulations. Hefty steel-tube frame has a step-through design for easy mounting. A
two-stage electrodeposition and electrostatic painting process provides a durable,
corrosion-resistant finish. Telescopic fork features beefy outer tubes for strength, while slider
shrouds help protect the 27mm inner tubes from debris. Swingarm has double rear shocks for
riding comfort on the street and unpaved roads, too. Fuel tank holds 1. Fuel tank em. Model
Vino Because of the engine size and top speed, the Vino requires a motorcycle license to legally
operate. The Vino has a relatively low seat height, making it popular among smaller riders. It
also has a large strage area under the seat. This one has a windshield that has been added to it.
It was traded in by a long time customer of ours, it has been very well cared for it's whole life.
The engine has a fan for supplemental cooling. It has a carburetor with an auto-choke and
carburetor heat device. Goes to easy starting. The braking system is a mm 7. The tires are 3.
Looking to save some fuel, check this one out!!! Each bike goes through rigorous inspection,
cleaning and examination before we feel comfortable considering it a part of our inventory and
available for sale. Once we are through with our thorough inspections and cleanings and the
bike has been approved for sale, we photograph it from all angles. The picture views assure to
our clients that the bike is in good condition and there are no flaws to hide, which is important
to both us and to our online buyers. Be sure to check out brennys dot com for this, and lots of
other bikes, scooters, and ATVs!! Capable of 60MPH. Reliable Inexpensive Fuel Efficient
Transportation. Day Heights, OH. Rocky Ford, CO. Davis, CA. Carthagena, OH. Eaton, NH. Eau
Gallie, FL. Morristown, TN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
Yamaha Riva Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Year Make
Yamaha Model Riva Year Make Yamaha Model Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year
Make Yamaha Model Zuma Year Make Yamaha Model Vino Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. Make Yamaha 16
Yamaha Motorcycles 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. The Yamaha Riva , also know as the XC , was first introduced to scooter
riders in Boasting a sharp design and cc engine that offers fuel economy to the tune of 80 miles
per gallon, the Riva became a popular choice for scooter riders. The Riva continued production
until , and saw a brief revival in , before being retired from Yamaha's line-up. The Riva is often
compared against its at-the-time contemporary, the Honda Elite The Yamaha Riva sports an
air-cooled, cc, single-cylinder four-stroke engine, with a single overhead cam valve-train. There
are two valves in the cylinder, and the engine features a 22 mm Teikei carb
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uretor. This wet sump lubricated engine is capable of producing The cylinder bore in this
engine measures 49 mm, and has a 66 mm stroke. The compression ratio on this engine is The
Yamaha Riva features a v-belt automatic transmission. Primary drive power is delivered to the
rear wheel through a belt drive system. The front wheel of the Yamaha Riva features a
bottom-link telescopic fork suspension, with an oil-damped coil spring shock absorber and 3.
The rear wheel features unit swing suspension, with a gas-charged oil-damped coil spring
shock absorber with 2. Both the front and rear wheels are equipped with mm drum brakes. Both
of the wheels on the Yamaha Riva are made of cast aluminum, and measure 10 inches in
diameter and 3. The front wheel is fitted with a tubeless 3. The Yamaha Riva is 74 inches long,
The wheelbase measures The Riva clears the ground at 4. The Riva's maximum carrying
capacity is lbs. The fuel tank is capable of holding 1. Yamaha Riva Specifications by Shea
Laverty.

